Republicans Overseas – UAE
For nearly 165 years, our Party has found its purpose in its principles.
We confront big challenges instead of passing them on to future
generations. We move forward with needed reforms to make the
government work better for citizens. We fight important battles and
champion freedom because by expanding liberty, we make our nation
more secure.
Youssef “Joe” Beydoun
Chairman – UAE Chapter

To our Members, Friends, and Fellow Republicans Overseas,
We, the Republicans Overseas – UAE are honored to present to our members the comprehensive Strategic Plan and
way-forward for the 2019-2020 term. The information herein will demonstrate our thinking and the issues we
should capitalize on and most important will showcase our planned initiatives for the upcoming Presidential
Election. The Republicans Overseas – UAE are working towards building the structure required for us to become
one of the strongest and most ambitious chapters around the globe and continue to champion our Party’s values
into 2020 and beyond.
Throughout the inception of the UAE Chapter, we have risen from the ashes due to the great work of our previous
chair and the many members across the UAE who decided that our time to stand up and lead is now. Now is the
time to continue building an institution that survives not just for one or two election cycles but is here to develop
and focus on the needs of Americans in general and Republicans living overseas and most important is to become
an integral part of the fabrics of society that are inspiring our values in our most important demographic.
During the next year, you will see major initiatives on the part of the Republicans Overseas – UAE to optimize,
professionalize, socialize, and contribute to the development of our UAE Chapters throughout the United Arab
Emirates in every aspect of our lives. We will provide resources and optimize our brand and marketability to launch
new outreach efforts designed specifically for our members and truly act on our values and give back to our Nation
and the Host Nation for giving us a second home, a home we chose to raise our families, make a comfortable living
and support our party by ensuring the resources and required infrastructure are available for our next generation
of leaders. We will accomplish all of this by providing clear values for our current members and potential new ones.
In conclusion, I look forward to your active participation and become an important part of the Republicans
Overseas – UAE to support our efforts and to continue the success that has been achieved in the previous years.
This is our opportunity to go beyond any visions we have set and ensure our members and their families reap the
benefits of our hard work.
I welcome you to join and contribute TODAY! - Let’s make America Great Again.
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